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Abstract: Learning analytics (LA) has the potential to significantly improve teaching and learning, but there are still many areas for improvement in LA research and practice. The literature highlights limitations in every stage of the LA life cycle, including scarce pedagogical grounding and poor design choices in the development of LA, challenges in the implementation of LA with respect to the interpretability of insights, prediction, and actionability of feedback, and lack of generalizability and strong practices in LA evaluation. In this position paper, we advocate for empowering teachers in developing LA solutions. We argue that this would enhance the theoretical basis of LA tools and make them more understandable and practical. We present some instances where process data can be utilized to comprehend learning processes and generate more interpretable LA insights. Additionally, we investigate the potential implementation of large language models (LLMs) in LA to produce comprehensible insights, provide timely and actionable feedback, enhance personalization, and support teachers’ tasks more extensively.
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1. Introduction

Rapid technological advancements are bringing about significant transformations in every aspect of the education system. The advent of digital learning environments (DLEs) has made large volumes of novel data available. As students interact in the DLEs, digital traces about learning, performance, and engagement are recorded [1]. To exploit these new forms of information and make use of computational analysis techniques, learning analytics (LA) has emerged as a new research field at the intersection of student learning, data analytics, and human-centered design. LA is defined as the “measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for understanding and optimizing learning and the environment in which it occurs” [2] (p. 4). To date, many efforts in LA have been devoted to information visualization or predicting students’ academic performance. The essential utilities of LA, as listed by Society for Learning Analytics Research [SoLAR] [1], include (1) promoting the development of learning skills and strategies; (2) offering personalized and timely feedback; (3) increasing student awareness by supporting self-reflection; and (4) generating empirical evidence on the success of pedagogical innovations. With the growing number of published studies focused on LA each year [3], the field of LA has been recognized for its potential to improve learning outcomes for students and educators.

Researchers have generated a vast literature on LA over the past decade. Systematic reviews of these studies identify various benefits attributed to LA systems, related not only to teaching and learning but also to management aspects and educational research [4]. For example, LA could enhance students’ engagement and performance by predicting performance and identifying students at risk of failing, providing personalized feedback and intervention strategies, personalization of learning, curriculum improvement, and
course offering suggestions. In turn, these would favor better management of educational resources, improving enrollment and expense allocation. Furthermore, LA can increase our understanding of learning processes and foster the development of innovative methods for analyzing educational data [4–6].

However, there are still some areas for improvement in the development of LA systems relative to their theoretical grounding and design choices [7–9], challenges in their implementation [10], and issues in the evaluation of their effectiveness [11]. Jivet et al. [12] recognize these as critical moments in the LA life cycle, which should always be informed by learning theories to produce effective LA tools. More recently, scholars have shifted their attention to raising awareness of the importance of making teachers an integral part of the LA design process and improving the usability of LA systems based on learning theories [13]. Moreover, with the release of advanced artificial intelligence (AI) systems that can complete a variety of tasks, from memorizing basic concepts to generating narratives and ideas using human-like language, technology is revolutionizing the way we think about learning and opening up new standards for teaching practices [14]. Considering these areas for improvement in LA practices, this paper offers an overview of the current challenges and limitations and proposes directions for its future development. In particular, we encourage teacher empowerment in developing LA systems and using LA to aid teaching practices. To this end, we reflect on how process data and large language models (LLMs) can be harnessed to improve the development of LA systems and support instructional tasks.

This position paper begins by introducing various types of LA and their applications. Then, we present the challenges that modern LA practices face. Figure 1 provides a visual overview of these limitations, situating them within the LA life cycle, together with their proposed solutions. Insufficient grounding in learning sciences and poor design choices during the development of LA systems exacerbate issues in the interpretability of LA insights, which add to further challenges in their implementation related to prediction and actionability of feedback. Lastly, the evaluation of LA solutions brings forward issues related to their generalizability and scarce evidence of their effectiveness. From the issues presented, we put forward our recommendations based on the existing literature to involve teachers as LA designers for interpretable pedagogy-based LA systems. We also recommend using process data and natural language processing (NLP) to enhance the interpretability of LA. After that, we discuss how natural language models and their larger variants, like ChatGPT, can increase LA personalization and support teaching practices. We conclude the paper by discussing how the posited recommendations can enhance LA practice as a whole.

Figure 1. Limitations in the LA life cycle and proposed solutions. Note: Circles represent the proposed solutions. HCLA stands for human-centered learning analytics. InfoVis stands for information visualization. LLM stands for large language models.
2. LA: Limitations and Ongoing Challenges

This section briefly presents the different scopes of existing LA systems and illustrates the weaknesses of current research and practices in this field. It is essential to acknowledge that the limitations discussed in this section, while inherently challenging and may sound detrimental, represent invaluable opportunities for investigation and potential influence on the advancement of LA and the broader landscape of modern education.

2.1. Descriptive, Predictive, and Prescriptive LA

Insights from LA systems are often communicated to stakeholders through LA dashboards (LADs), which is “a single display that aggregates different indicators about learners, learning processes and learning contexts into one or multiple visualizations” [15] (p. 37). LADs can display multiple types of information. Descriptive analytics show trends and relationships among learning indicators (e.g., grades and engagement compared to peers). Descriptive dashboards typically provide performance visualizations and outcome-focused feedback [16]. Researchers use modern computational techniques to analyze educational data, not only to determine student performance but also to understand why they performed as they did, what their expected performance is, and what they should do next. Predictive LA systems utilize machine learning algorithms to analyze current and past data patterns to predict future outcomes. These systems, or LADs, are mainly used to forecast academic outcomes, such as grades in upcoming assignments and final exams, and the likelihood of non-submission, course failure, or similar results. As further explored below, predictive analytics come with their own set of technical limitations and ethical challenges. More recently, there has been a shift towards creating prescriptive dashboards offering process-oriented feedback: actionable recommendations pointing students to what they should be doing next to reach their learning goals [16–19]. Examples of similar systems can be found in the “call to action” emails employed by Iraj et al. [20], or in a LAD providing students with content recommendations and skill-building activities [11].

2.2. Insufficient Grounding in Learning Sciences

Researchers have criticized existing LA systems for their insufficient grounding in the learning sciences and called for a better balance between theory and data-driven approaches [7,8]. Most studies took a data-driven approach at the beginning of LA investigations without utilizing specific learning theories to guide their analysis. While this approach allowed for identifying behavioral patterns, interpreting and understanding them remained problematic [8]. The exact definition of LA identifies measurement and analytics not as the goal itself but as a “means to an end” [21], which is the understanding and optimization of learning and educational environments. This implies that the data are meaningful only to the extent that they support interpretation and guide future actions.

Of the 49 articles included in their literature review, Algayres and Triantafyllou [22] found that only 28 presented a theoretical framework, primarily referring to theories of self-regulated learning. Similarly, a scoping review of LA articles published from 2016 to 2020 revealed that 37 studies utilized the most common theories, namely self-regulated learning and social constructivism [8]. The authors invite researchers to explore behavioral and cognitive theories, going beyond observable behavioral log data and investigating information processing strategies (e.g., problem-solving, memory). Also, they discuss how learning theories should be used to interpret LA data and promote pedagogical advancement by validating learning designs. DLEs make an astounding amount of data available to researchers and educators. Still, without a theory, they are left astray in interpreting them and deciding which variables are valuable and should be selected for their models [23]. Furthermore, sometimes aggregate measures derived from simple indicators from process data are more informative for learning, as they better represent learning behaviors studied by educational theories [24]. Therefore, it is essential to understand the meaning of these new measures generated in the DLE and to remember that engagement does not necessarily equate to learning [25].
2.3. Interpretability Challenges

The interpretability of insights derived from LA is not only related to the theory underlying the data but also to the choices being made related to communication and design. LADs are located at the intersection between educational data science and information visualization. Recently, scholars have been reminding LAD researchers and developers that these instruments should not merely display data and ask students and teachers to assume the role of data scientists; instead, their main goal should be communicating the most essential information [26].

Research shows that learners’ ability to interpret data may be limited, and to best support cognition, design choices should be founded on the principles of cognitive psychology and information visualization [9]. For example, coherent displays and colors can reduce visual clutter and direct attention to the essential elements for correctly interpreting the data. The usability and interpretability of LA tools are critical. In general, educators feel that LA fosters their professional development [27]; however, even if LA tools are perceived as valuable, teachers sometimes struggle to translate data into actions [28]. According to the Technology-Acceptance Model [29], the intention to use technology is influenced by its perceived usefulness and ease of use of the instrument. Therefore, even though teachers recognize the potential benefits of LA, they might avoid using dashboards if they do not feel comfortable navigating or interpreting them.

2.4. Prediction Issues

While they provide richer information than purely descriptive LA systems, predictive models come with their own set of limitations and ethical challenges, such as the risk of stereotyping and biased forecasts. Evidence on teacher use of predictive LA tools is also mixed. Some studies find that teachers who make more intense and consistent use of LA tools can better identify students who need additional support [30], while others do not corroborate these findings [31]. Furthermore, predictions are often generated by black-box models, lacking transparency, interpretability, and explicability [32]. These characteristics favor actionability [33], and in their absence, the utility of the system and users’ trust are reduced [34]. Researchers highlight the need to improve prediction accuracy, together with its validity and generalizability [35], and advise that predictions need to be followed by appropriate actions and effective interventions to influence learning outcomes [36].

In the second edition of The Handbook of Learning Analytics, SoLAR provides directions for using measurement to transition from predictive models to explanatory models. The goal of LA is optimization, which goes a step further than prediction. At the same time, explanation is neither necessary nor sufficient for optimization; there has to be a causal mechanism on which students and teachers base their decisions if these actions are expected to produce specific desired outcomes [37].

2.5. Beyond Prediction: Actionability Issue for Automatically Generated Feedback

Researchers are now advocating for the development of LADs that inform students about how they have performed so far and how they can do better [18,32]. As it is widely recognized, feedback supports learning and academic achievement [38]. Earlier studies on feedback adopted an information paradigm, focusing on the type of information provided to learners, its precision, and the level of cognitive complexity [20,38]. More recently, the focus has shifted to feedback as a dialogic process and its actionability: students (and teachers) are not passive recipients of information. However, it is crucial to develop their abilities to understand feedback and take action [39]. For feedback to be effective, learners need to understand the information, evaluate their own work, manage their emotions related to the feedback, and take appropriate actions [39,40].

Another important characteristic of good feedback is timeliness. Research shows that the effectiveness of feedback is more significant when it is received quickly [41]. LA tools can offer instructors and learners constant access to automatic-generated feedback and real-time performance monitoring. Iraj et al. [20] found early engagement with feedback
to be positively associated with student outcomes when instructors used an LA tool to monitor students’ progress and send personalized weekly emails that provided learners with feedback on their activity and highlighted the actions required next in their learning through “call to action” links to task materials. Prescriptive information is appreciated by students [16,17] and seems to support student motivation [42]. However, emerging prescriptive dashboards often rely on human intervention or employ automated algorithms based on hard-core heuristics and thresholds, so some researchers call for developing more sophisticated systems [18].

Moreover, the effectiveness of feedback is influenced by student characteristics [38,43], and it is enhanced when feedback is personalized [20]. LA tools can offer instructors and learners continuous access to automatically generated feedback and real-time monitoring of their performance, and they offer new opportunities to provide individualized feedback to students. Technology-mediated feedback systems have been found to increase students’ engagement, satisfaction, and outcomes [44,45]. By favoring personalization and timeliness of feedback, together with the display of adequate and actionable information, student-facing LADs could help reduce the “feedback gap” [20], the difference between the potential and actual use of feedback [44,46]. However, an extensive literature review from Matcha et al. [7] suggests that existing dashboards, with their scarce grounding in theory, are unlikely to follow literature recommendations for best feedback.

2.6. Generalizability Issue

The development and adoption of LA tools are complex and require intense efforts in terms of time and expertise. Therefore, learning institutions often assume a “one-size-fits-all” approach, creating a single tool applied across every course, discipline, and level. There has been an increase in the offering of LA tool packages that use the same off-the-shelf algorithms for all modules, disciplines, and levels [47]. However, “trace data reflects the instructional context that generated it and validity and reliability in one context is unlikely to generalize to other contexts” [37] (p. 22). The Gašević et al. [48] study demonstrates that LA predictive models must “account for instructional conditions”, as generalized models are far less powerful than course-specific models to guide practice and research. The literature review by Joksimović et al. [49] on LA approaches in massive open online courses highlights the lack of generalizability of these studies, as they adopt a widely different range of metrics to model learning. They suggest that a shared conceptualization of engagement by finding generalizable predictors could make results from future research more comparable across different contexts, and they invite a shift from observation to experimental approaches.

2.7. Insufficient Evidence of Effectiveness

Reviews of the literature highlight the lack of rigorous evaluations of the effects of LA tools [50]. The literature review by Bodily and Verbert [50] on student-facing LADs shows that more research is needed to understand the impact of LADs on student behavior, achievement, and skills, as the studies conducted are few and yielded mixed results. They encourage the adoption of more robust research methodologies, such as quasi-experimental studies and propensity score matching, and the investigation of underdeveloped topics, such as how students engage and interact with LADs and the evaluation of their effectiveness. Quantitative findings supporting the positive effects of LADs on learning outcomes are starting to emerge [18]; however, most of the literature consists of studies that tend to consider few outcome measures and to evaluate usability aspects, using small samples and adopting mainly qualitative strategies of inquiry [18,50]. Jivet et al. [12] advise that, in evaluating LA solutions, usability studies should investigate the tool’s perceived ease of use and utility and how users interpret and understand the outputs they receive. However, these aims must remain secondary to assessing whether the intended outcomes were achieved by LA and to evaluating their affective and motivational effects. The authors suggest strengthening the evaluation of LA by triangulating data from validated
self-reported measures, assessments, and tracked data. When assessing the effectiveness of LA systems, it is essential to consider not only the outcomes but also the learning process itself. As explored below, researchers may use diversified data types collected by the LA system to offer valuable insights into learner activities, such as video logs, fine-grained click streams, eye-tracking data, and log files. These types of data allow for extracting meaningful patterns and features that can help understand learners’ intermediate states of learning and how they are related to the learning outcomes [51].

2.8. Insufficient Teacher Involvement

Teachers are among the most critical stakeholders in integrating LA systems in schools. Thus, the effectiveness of LA systems is very much dependent on the acceptance and involvement of teachers [52]. As mentioned above, although teachers usually hold positive attitudes toward LA [27], they are also identified as a potential source of resistance to the adoption of these new systems [53,54]. Surveys reveal that in 2016, LA initiatives were primarily driven by IT experts and a few dedicated faculty members in Australia and the UK. Still, for the most part, teachers were left “out of the loop” of these novel initiatives [47]. However, teachers may develop a negative attitude toward LA systems and be reluctant to utilize them if they perceive them as lacking usefulness or ease of use [55]. Therefore, it is vital to understand and address teachers’ needs and tolerance for complex systems. Moreover, teachers represent not only the end users of LA systems but also content experts in their subjects and classrooms. As educators orchestrate the teaching and learning process, they should be called to take part in designing the learning tools they will be expected to adopt. Involving teachers as designers in the development of LA systems would help create a bridge between data and theory by integrating the teachers’ learning design and aid design choices that support the usability and readability of dashboards.

3. Moving Forward in LA

The previous sections highlighted the most critical gaps in present LA research. Although LA offers excellent potential to the educational field, clear guidelines for LAD development and robust evaluation procedures are still lacking. Scarce grounding in learning theories, lack of generalizability, and subsequent scalability challenges have generated a rather large body of literature from which it is hard to draw interpretations and conclusions on the effectiveness of LA tools. Moreover, an excessive focus on data and insufficient involvement of teachers and students in the design of these systems created dashboards that are too disconnected from the instructors’ learning designs, users’ needs, and data literacy abilities, leading to usability and interpretability challenges.

Such limitations must be acknowledged as they lead to venues for improvement that could enhance LA practice in several aspects. This section presents some approaches that could offer valuable guidelines for the future developments of LA and enhance their implementation. Some of these approaches have started to be adopted in the literature; however, as acknowledged as a limitation of our paper, some of the ideas must still be developed and tested to verify their educational effectiveness and their actual value in improving LA.

3.1. Involving Teachers as Co-Designers in LA

Human-centered learning analytics (HCLA) [13] proposes to overcome some limitations of LA through the participatory design of LA tools. Engaging stakeholders as co-creators holds the potential to develop more effective tools by transforming LA from something done to learners into something done with learners. This shift could lower ethical concerns and lead to the development of tools that better fit the needs of their users. For example, this perspective is switching the focus from relying entirely on users in data interpretation to giving them the answers they are interested in.

Dimitriadis et al. [56] identified three fundamental principles of HCLA: (1) theoretical grounding for the design and implementation of LA; (2) intensive inter-stakeholder
communication in the design process; and (3) the integration of LA into every phase of the learning design cycle to “support teacher inquiry into student learning and evidence-based decision-making”. During LA design, the target of the LA tools should be derived from the learning design; then, the implementation of the LA tools can provide valuable insights to inform the orchestration of learning and the evaluation of the learning design itself. Finding a way to hear all stakeholders’ voices can be challenging; to facilitate the orchestration Prestigiacomo et al. [57] introduce OrLA, which provides a roadmap to guide communication. Through the participatory design and the active involvement of teachers not only as end users but as designers and content experts, HCLA could favor a scalable implementation of LA and lead to the development of instruments that fit teachers’ data abilities and needs [58]. Similar principles remain valid when broadening the discussion from LA to educational AI in general. Cardona et al. [59] identify three instructional loops in which cooperation between AI and teachers should always center on educators: the act of teaching, the planning and evaluation of teaching, and the design and evaluation of tools for teaching and learning.

An increasing number of studies have started to implement methods of participatory and co-design in the development of LA dashboards [60]. Examples of LA developed in cooperation with teachers can be found in the work of Pardo et al. [61] and Martinez-Maldonado et al. [62]. The tools developed for these studies allow educators to set “if-then” rules that reflect their learning design and influence the output returned from the analysis of the various data sources used by the system (i.e., semi-automated emails for process-oriented feedback and data stories, respectively). Interviews with educators revealed that they liked to be able to see the rules and modify them, and some proposed showing them to students during in-class debriefings so that they could understand the difference between their performance and the learning expectations [62]. Conijn et al. [63] present the iterative procedure they used to develop a dashboard that provides interpretable and actionable feedback about students’ writing process. The steps included the cooperation of writing researchers and teachers for the design of the tool and usability tests with new teachers, which pointed to the effectiveness of the approach.

3.2. Using Natural Language to Increase Interpretability

To reduce reliance on users’ data literacy for LADs interpretation and support the inference process, Alhadad [9] suggests integrating textual elements into visualizations, for example, through narrative and storytelling aspects. The incorporation of storytelling in LA visualization was introduced by Echeverria et al. [64]. The authors advocate for the explanatory instead of the exploratory purpose of LA: dashboards should not invite the exploration of data, but rather explain insights. They propose a learning design-driven data storytelling approach, which builds on principles from information visualization and data storytelling and, in accordance with HCLA, connects them to teachers’ intentions (i.e., learning design). Contrary to traditional “one-size-fits-all” data-driven visual analytics approaches, the new method derives rules from the learning design and uses them to construct storytelling visual analytics. Data storytelling principles determine which visual elements should be emphasized, while the learning design determines which events should be the focus of communication.

Fernandez Nieto et al. [65] explored the effectiveness of three visual-narrative interfaces built on three different communication methods: visual data slices, tabular visualizations, and written reports. From interviews with educators, it emerged that different methods are more helpful for different purposes. For example, written reports were perceived as beneficial for teachers’ reflection but not as much to be used in students’ debriefings, for which tabular visualizations were thought more appropriate. Therefore, defining the purpose of the LAD and involving stakeholders in this process seems to be fundamental for developing effective dashboards.

To incorporate textual elements into LADs, Ramos-Soto et al. [66] developed a service that uses natural language templates and data extracted from the DLE to automatically
generate written reports about students’ activity. According to the evaluation of an expert teacher, the system was able to generate practical and overall truthful insights, albeit with small divergences and not as complete as those that would have been derived from the data by human experts.

Natural language generation could automate the production of verbal descriptions and data stories to facilitate and guide the interpretation of charts and infographics generated by LA systems. While no system is mature enough to be trusted on its own, research in the field is moving fast. Sultanum and Srinivasan [67] recently developed DataTales, an LLM-powered system to support authoring narratives about any given chart. The system does not simply tell users what is conveyed by the data but also helps them read the chart: when the user hovers over a particular portion of text, an interactive visualization highlights the relevant elements of the graph. The prototype was evaluated through interviews with data experts. Participants found the tool effective in assisting both data explanation (“what to talk about and how” (p. 3)) and exploration (including to “get a high-level summary of the data in natural language form” (p. 4)) and extracting insights (“the why’s” (p. 3)) from the data. Although responses were mostly positive, some issues were identified, including style, lengthiness, and wrong or inaccurate interpretations. Even though the technology is not perfect, it can offer us a glimpse into the future; or, even in its flawed state, it could be used in an expert-led environment to support the development of data literacy abilities of teachers and students.

3.3. Using Process Data to Increase Interpretability

In recent years, with the popularity of learning systems, researchers have been interested in the process data; that is, the data generated while students interact with the learning systems. In a learning system, students’ interactions with the user interface, including their duration on each screen and actions such as clicking, are often logged and commonly referred to as process data [68]. However, process data encompasses more than log data; it broadly includes empirical data that indicates the process of working on a test item based on cognitive and non-cognitive constructs [69]. This encompasses various data types, such as action sequences, frequency of actions, conversations or interactions within the learning system, and even eye-tracking movements and think-aloud data. In recent years, process data have received extensive research attention within the context of educational data mining, learning analytics, and artificial intelligence. Process data serves as a valuable source of detailed information regarding students’ learning process within a learning system, enabling interpretation of both cognitive and behavioral aspects of learning.

As an important aspect of process data, response time has been extensively studied and is commonly regarded as an indicator of students’ behaviors and cognitive processes. For example, the response time has been used to identify students presenting abnormal behaviors in assessments. Wise and Ma [70] proposed a normative threshold method that compares an examinee’s response time with that of their peers to determine rapid guessers or disengaged test-takers. In addition, Rios and Guo [71] developed a mixture log-normal approach which assumes that, in the presence of low effort, a bimodal response time distribution should be observed, with the lower mode representing non-effortful responding and the upper mode indicating effortful responding. This approach employs an empirical response time distribution, fits a mixed log-normal distribution, and identifies the lowest point between the two modes as the threshold. A more straightforward yet effective method is to visually inspect bimodal response time distributions for a distinctive gap, which can differentiate rapid guessers from other test-takers [72]. These methods can also be extended beyond assessment environments to infer students’ motivation, engagement, and learning experiences by analyzing their time spent navigating learning systems.

In addition to response time, clickstream data recorded during test-taking experiences can provide valuable insights into behavior patterns. For example, Su and Chen [73] utilized clustering techniques to group students’ clickstream data with similar behavior
usage patterns. Ulitzsch et al. [74] considered both action sequences and timing, employing cluster edge deletion to identify distinct groups of action patterns that represent common response processes. Each pattern describes a typical response process observed among test-takers. Furthermore, Tang et al. [75] introduced the model agreement index as a measure to quantify the typicality or atypicality of an examinee’s clickstream behaviors compared to a sequence model of behavior. To achieve this goal, they trained a Long Short-Term Memory network to model student behaviors. This approach allows the model to incorporate various behavior patterns and acquire knowledge about normal behavior patterns across different test-taker archetypes and styles. Gao et al. [76] used fine-grained log data to capture students’ progress in a programming class. Using differential sequence mining on data from the first assignment, they could predict the final course outcome with 79% accuracy and capture interpretable behavioral patterns that reflect effective and ineffective strategies that students enact to learn. For example, specific coding patterns frequent among low performers were interpreted by all researchers as indicative of unsystematic actions performed without taking time to think and of uncertainty.

Biometric measures, such as analyzing eye movements, can also offer valuable insights into students’ learning and test-taking behaviors. The duration of eye fixation can reflect the level of attention a test-taker pays to specific words in test items, with more challenging items generally requiring longer fixation periods [77]. Pupil size can indicate fatigue levels, interest in specific learning content, and the cognitive workload associated with a particular task [78]. Moreover, blink rates tend to decrease when there is a higher visual demand, indicating the reallocation of cognitive resources [79]. For instance, research studies have demonstrated that when individuals encounter unfamiliar, ambiguous, or complex items, they tend to increase their regression rate, which means they look back at previous parts of the text to reinstate or confirm their cognitive effort [80,81]. Furthermore, such regression has been strongly linked to the level of effort and attention a reader devotes to a reading task. Thus, increased regression is often associated with improved accuracy in processing the content information [82].

The intermediate states of students’ problem-solving or writing processes within the learning system can also be analyzed. For example, Adhikari [83] proposed several process visualization practices for writing and coding tasks in learning systems, such as the playback of typing and tracking changes in paragraphs, sentences, or lines over time. By employing these visualization practices, educators can directly see (1) the specific points in the process where students spent the majority of their time, (2) the distribution of time between creating the initial draft and revising and editing it, (3) the paragraphs that underwent editing and revision, and (4) the paragraphs that remained unedited. These visualizations allow educators to explore, review, and analyze students’ learning processes and their approach to writing or programming. In addition, students themselves can leverage these visualizations for self-reflection, direction, and improvement. Furthermore, the temporal analysis of keystrokes and backspaces provides insights into learners’ engagement [84] and affective states [85]. Allen et al. [86] encourage the exploration of additional aspects of the online language production process, such as pausing typing to check syntax or research the vocabulary.

Another example of where process data proves useful is in identifying and interpreting the patterns of action sequences associated with different learning or testing outcomes. For instance, He and von Davier [87] combined sequence mining with n-gram techniques to pinpoint common patterns leading to either successful or unsuccessful action sequences. Their findings revealed that the patterns of action sequences linked to correct responses are more consistent across countries than those linked to incorrect responses. Extending this line of research, Ulitzsch et al. [88] incorporated graph-based data clustering to identify how, and in which aspects, the patterns of action sequences related to correct responses differ from those related to incorrect responses.

Moreover, NLP techniques can be employed to analyze process data. For example, Guthrie and Chen [89] analyzed log data from an online learning platform and introduced
a novel approach to modeling student interactions. They incorporated information about logged event duration to differentiate between abnormally brief events and normal or extra-long events. These new event records were treated as a form of language, where each word represented a student’s interaction with a specific learning module, and each sentence captured the entire sequence of interactions. The authors used second-order Markov chains to identify patterns in this new language of student interactions. By visualizing these Markov chains, the authors found the interaction states associated with either disengagement or high levels of engagement. However, LLMs have been rarely applied for log analysis. To address this gap, Chhabra [90] experimented with several BERT models to establish a system for automatically extracting information (i.e., the events occurring within a system) from log files. In contrast to traditional log parsing approaches that heavily relied on humans constructing regular expressions, rules, or grammars for information extraction, the proposed system significantly reduced the time and human effort required for log analysis. This work demonstrates the potential of using LLMs to extract and analyze the logged events collected through LA systems, thereby improving the ease of interpreting students’ learning process.

According to the showcased examples above, process data can increase the interpretability of students’ learning process, and including this type of data in LA systems could lead to the generation of more interpretable insights. Identifying the concrete behavioral patterns that underlie learning processes can bring to light the strategies students adopt and prompt teachers and learners to reflect on their effectiveness and what they might need to do differently to improve their performance.

3.4. Using Language Models to Increase Personalization

Our review of the literature identifies timeliness [41], personalization [20], and actionability [39] as attributes of effective feedback, which would support effective implementation of LA. A thematic analysis of learners’ attitudes toward LADs reveals that students are interested in features that support learning opportunities: they express a wish for systems that provide everyone with the same opportunities and, at the same time, a desire for customization to deliver meaningful information. They demonstrate awareness of privacy concerns and prefer automated alerts over personalized messages from teachers. This might be because the latter elicits feelings of surveillance [91]. Automatically generated personalized feedback could provide the benefits of customized messages without making students feel monitored by their teachers.

A literature review on automatic feedback generation (AFG) in online learning environments [92] points to the usefulness of this technology, with about half of the studies indicating that AFG enhances student performance (50.79%) and reduces teacher effort (53.96%). The main techniques used in generating feedback were comparison with a desired answer, dashboards, and NLP.

NLP analyzes language in its multi-dimensionality and delivers insights about both texts and learners. Descriptive features of language (e.g., number or frequency of textual elements) can inform about student engagement or be used for predicting task completion or identifying comparable texts. Characteristics of the lexicon employed in a text can be used to classify genres or estimate readability. The syntactical structure of sentences informs about the readability, quality, and complexity of the utterance, and can be used to evaluate linguistic development. Semantic analyses can identify the central message of the text and its affective connotations, or detect overlap between two texts (e.g., original text and summary). NLP analyses can also estimate cohesion and coherence, which inform how learners process and elaborate knowledge. Moreover, NLP can communicate with teachers and learners through natural language, for example, through the generation of reports or personalized feedback [86].

Cavalcanti et al. [92] notice how existing studies on AFG are plagued by two of the limitations that have already been highlighted in this paper: insufficient grounding in educational theories for effective feedback and a lack of consideration for the role
of teachers in the provision of feedback. Therefore, they encourage further research to evaluate feedback quality and develop tools focused on instructors. Moreover, they call for studies on the generalizability of systems for AFG, identifying a possible solution in natural language generation.

LLMs are advanced NLP models that use deep learning techniques to learn patterns and associations between the elements of natural language and capture statistical and contextual information from the training data. The models are usually trained on vast databases encompassing various textual data sources, such as books, articles, and web pages. LLMs are not only able to understand language but also to produce coherent human-like utterances in response to any user-generated prompt. LLMs can translate, summarize and paraphrase a given text, and generate new ones. With the release of ChatGPT in November 2022, LLMs gained huge traction in society and across numerous fields, from medicine to education, as scholars explore the applications of these new systems and warn about their pitfalls. In fact, even though the training corpora is massive, it is not always accurate or up to date, which means that sometimes outputs generated by ChatGPT can be inaccurate or outdated. For example, there are records of LLMs providing links to unrelated sources or citing nonexistent literature [93]. These are examples of hallucinations, which are only one of the unresolved challenges in LLM research [94]. Moreover, LLMs are not (yet) great at solving math problems [95].

Lim et al. [96] invite researchers to develop LA systems that can make feedback more dialogue-based; personalized feedback messages should go a step further and include comments on learning strategies (i.e., metacognitive prompts) to support sense-making, as understanding feedback and interpreting it in relation to one’s own learning process is necessary to plan appropriate action in response to the feedback.

Dai et al. [97] provided ChatGPT with a rubric and asked it to produce feedback on student assignments to compare it against instructor-generated feedback. The AI tool produced fluent and coherent feedback, which received a higher average readability rating than the ones written by the teacher. Agreement between the instructor and ChatGPT was high on the evaluation of the topic of the assignment; however, precision was not as satisfactory on the evaluation of other aspects of the rubric (goal and benefit). ChatGPT generated task-focused feedback for all the students and provided process-focused feedback for just over half of the assignments. On the other hand, the AI never gave feedback on self-regulation and self, while the instructor provided similar feedback in 11% and 24% of cases, respectively.

Similarly, Matelsky et al. [98] developed FreeText, a model-agnostic framework that can leverage any specific LLM to provide students with timely and individualized feedback on short answers to open-ended questions. The system does not assign grades but offers textual feedback on the overall answer and specific snippets of the response that might contain errors or inaccuracies. Teachers have the option to set evaluation criteria, which the tool can also use to present them with improved versions of the question prompt. FreeText is intended to support both teachers and students, not to fully automate assessment, and it should soon be tested in a large-scale context.

Yildirim-Erbasli and Bulut [99] discussed the potential of conversational agents in improving students’ learning and assessment experiences through continuous and interactive conversations. The authors argue that conversational agents can create an interactive and dynamic learning and assessment system by administering tasks or items and offering feedback to students. The use of NLP enables conversational agents to provide real-time feedback that adapts to students’ responses and needs, fostering a more effective and engaging learning environment. Consequently, students’ motivation and engagement levels in learning and test-taking can be continuously boosted through personalized conversations and directed feedback.

Hasan et al. [100] recently introduced SAPIEN, a highly customizable, high-fidelity virtual agent powered by LLMs, able to engage in dynamic video-call conversations in 13 languages and to adapt vocal and facial expressions across the range of seven basic emotions.
Users can set the demographic characteristics of the avatar, choose the topic and goal of the conversation, and obtain feedback at the end of the video call. The authors suggest a wide range of applications for the tool, including language learning. They demonstrate awareness about the ethical risks linked to a virtual agent so highly humanized, and in response, they set short limits to the length of the call and the information retention capabilities of the tool. SAPIEN offers an example of what can be achieved when LLMs are coupled with other technologies (i.e., animations, speech-to-text, and text-to-speech models). While conversational agents for education do not necessarily need to be realistic, longer attention spans would likely be more beneficial than customizable humanoid avatars. Educational researchers should explore what could be achieved when LLMs are integrated into educational systems such as LA tools or intelligent tutoring systems.

Another aspect of the personalization potential of LLMs is that they can be utilized to generate learning tasks or assessment items that are optimally tailored to individual student abilities. For example, LLMs have been employed to automatically generate a variety of learning and assessment materials, including reading passages [101,102], programming exercises [103], question stems [104,105], and distractors [106,107]. These examples demonstrate the potential of LLMs to create large item banks. The automatically generated assessment items then can be integrated into the existing framework of computerized adaptive tests, a testing methodology that adapts the selection of the following item based on the student’s ability level inferred from their previous responses [108]. As a result, students can engage in a personalized and adaptive learning experience, thereby enhancing their engagement and improving learning outcomes [109].

With a large item bank or a bank of learning tasks created, LLMs can be further used to build recommender systems. Recommender systems in education aim to offer personalized items that match individual student preferences, needs, or ability levels, helping them navigate through educational materials and optimize their learning outcomes. Typically, there are two popular approaches for building recommender systems: collaborative filtering and content-based filtering. The underlying idea of collaborative filtering is to analyze students’ past behavior and preferences to generate recommendations, identifying patterns and similarities between users or items. It assumes that students who have exhibited similar interests will continue to do so in the future. On the other hand, content-based filtering examines the content of the items and compares them to students’ profiles or past interactions. By identifying similarities between the content of items and students’ preferences, needs, or ability levels, the system can generate recommendations that match students. In the era of LLMs, language model recommender systems have been proposed to increase transparency and control for students by enabling them to interact with the learning system using natural language [110]. LLMs can interpret natural language user profiles and use them to modulate learning materials for each session [111]. For example, Zhang et al. [112] proposed a language model recommender system leveraging several language models, including GPT2 and BERT. They converted the user-system interaction logs (items watched: 1193, 661, 914) to text inquiry (“the user watched <item name> of 1193, <item name> of 661, and <item name> of 914”) and then used language models to fill in the masks for recommendation (“now the next item the user wants to watch is ______”).

Therefore, integrating LLMs into LA systems could generate more effective tools by affording students a highly personalized learning experience and providing detailed and timely verbal feedback on their performance and progress. Moreover, by automating feedback generation, LLMs can relieve teachers from demanding and time-consuming tasks, allowing them to devote more time to other aspects of teaching. However, it is always important to keep teachers in the loop in the process of the generation and provision of automatic feedback, as these systems are not (yet) able to touch upon all the dimensions of learning and might not integrate the learning design or take the student history into account. Some existing LA systems offer an instructor-mediated approach to personalized feedback, which offers teachers greater control over the metrics and messages returned to students, for example, by allowing them to set up “if-then” rules for message delivery.
based on their specific learning design. A focus group exploring students’ perception of a similar system reveals that, even if they knew that the messages were, to some extent, automated, pupils perceived that their instructor cared about their learning. The authors argue that the perception of interpersonal communication favored proactive recipients of feedback and increased motivation for learning [113]. Cardona et al. [59] support the use of AI for AFG but recommend always keeping educators at the center of the feedback loops and invite researchers to create feedback that is not solely deficit-focused but also asset-oriented, able to help students recognize their strengths and build onto them.

3.5. Using Language Models to Support Teachers

Feedback generation is only one of the many possible applications of LLMs to support educational practices. Allen et al. [86] suggest that when applying NLP to LA, we should consider both the multi-dimensional nature of language and the multiple ways in which language is part of the learning process. Language permeates every aspect of learning: it is through processing natural language that learners are asked to understand course materials and tasks (input), explain their reasoning (process), and formulate their responses (output). NLP can be leveraged to analyze the learning process in all its different phases. At the input level, NLP can inform teachers about how their communications and the materials they select impact students and also identify the most appropriate materials for each student based on their reading abilities and vocabulary skills. To understand cognitive processes underlying learning, NLP techniques can automate the analysis of think-aloud protocols and open-ended questions in which respondents describe their reasoning. Lastly, NLP can analyze textual outputs produced by students with different objectives, such as automated essay scoring (AES), assessing students’ abilities (e.g., vocabulary skills) and understanding of the course content, and providing highly personalized feedback.

Bonner et al. [114] provide examples of practical uses of LLMs to alleviate teachers’ workload and free up time to focus on learners while creating engaging lessons and personalized materials. LLMs such as ChatGPT can correct grammar and evaluate cohesion in student-generated texts, summarize texts, generate presentation notes from a script, offer ideas for lessons and classroom activities, create prompts for writing exercises, generate test items, write or modify existing texts into suitable assessment materials based on skill level, and guide teachers in the development of teaching objectives and rubrics. By crafting well-thought-out and specific inputs, teachers can receive outputs that best fit their intent and meet their needs. For example, teachers can specify how many distractors to be included in the multiple choice questions generated by the AI, what writing style should be used, or how difficult the text should be. When asked to provide ideas for classroom activities to introduce a topic, ChatGPT proposed tasks that span across the taxonomy of learning, from analyzing to applying, depending on the students’ skill level that the activity was thought for. Through LLMs, teachers can create personalized materials for each student in a fraction of the time it would take them to do so themselves.

AI technologies could enhance the practices of formative assessment by capturing complex competencies, such as teamwork and self-regulation, by promoting accessibility for neurodivergent learners, or by offering students constant support whenever needed, even outside of class times [59]. For example, LLMs can be used to build virtual tutors that can help learners understand concepts, test their knowledge, improve their writing, or solve assignments. Khanmigo is a virtual tutor developed by Khan Academy that uses GPT-4 to support both students and teachers in many of the ways presented above. The system was instructed to tutor students based on the best practices identified by the literature, which means it supports and guides student reasoning processes without doing the assignment for them, even when asked to do so. Chat logs are made available for teachers to access, and inappropriate requests (e.g., cheating) are automatically flagged by the system and brought to the educator’s attention [115].

All these applications are anticipated to reduce teachers’ workload, either by taking it on themselves (e.g., modifying a text so that it meets the appropriate difficulty level for
learners) or by offering educators guidance and ideas (e.g., planning classroom activities). Users are encouraged to be specific when providing prompts and to keep interacting with the LLMs, giving them further instructions if they are not satisfied with the answer they received, as these systems retain a more or less extensive memory of the conversation (context window). Increasing efforts have been recently focused on enlarging the mnemonic capabilities of LLMs, which would be useful to approach complex tasks, such as summarizing entire books or keeping the memory of each student’s background and interests.

4. Discussion

Although the literature has received numerous contributions over the last few years, there are still limitations in the development and design of LA tools and challenges in their implementation. Existing LA applications still suffer from an insufficient grounding in pedagogical theories, leading to difficulties in the valid interpretation and use of the learner data. Moreover, the generalizability of LA models is still sub-optimal in terms of performance, and substantial evidence of LA effectiveness is lacking due to mixed results and the paucity of evaluation studies making use of strong research methodologies. Educators’ overall attitude towards LA tends to be positive, but they still face challenges in adopting LA tools. An excessive focus on data, detached from learning theories and the teacher’s learning design, together with poor design choices, can create tools that do not meet their end users’ needs and data literacy abilities.

Making teachers co-designers in the development of LA seems to be a promising route to integrate pedagogical theories and the teachers’ own learning design with the behavioral data collected in the DLE. The collaborative design process proposed by HCLA should yield tools that better meet the context need, better enable teachers to interpret insights, and better meet their data literacy skills.

Another promising way to aid users in interpreting LA data is to integrate visual information with written text. Natural language is central to communication, permeating every aspect of teaching and learning. With the recent and fast evolution of language models, a plethora of new opportunities are opening up in the educational field. LLMs can be used to evaluate assignments, provide personalized feedback on students’ essays and their progress, or offer support as an ever-accessible tutor. Furthermore, LLMs can support teachers in various other tasks, from adapting learning materials to their students’ language proficiency levels to developing creative activities, learning plans, essay prompts, or questions for testing. LLMs should not be embraced as the solution to all problems in education and LA; they could be effective in increasing interpretability and personalization of LA insights but cannot address the foundational issues related to the development of LA systems and the investigation of their effects.

Integrating LLMs into LA could make insights more interpretable for users, and integrating LA into LLMs could give the language model the context necessary to offer each student highly personalized and better-rounded feedback that takes their history, progress, and interests into account when providing reports and recommendations. Moreover, LLMs can serve educators as support tools to approach complex and time-consuming teaching tasks. The intent is not to use AI to replace teachers but to put technology at the service of teachers. Educators should use LLMs as a resource to reduce workload, stimulate creativity, and offer students tailored materials and more feedback while retaining their role as reference figures and decision-makers in the planning and evaluation of learning. AI is not supposed to strip teachers of the value of their expertise but rather to support it and allow them to focus on tasks in which the human factor cannot be replaced.

Contrary to the interpretation of LA data, LLM outputs are generally as straightforward as possible since the systems communicate directly through natural language. In this regard, one of the barriers to acceptance and usability is removed. However, integrating LLM systems into teaching practices still requires trust in the technology and an adjustment in the ways teachers have been operating until now. As applications of LLMs increasingly take hold in the educational world, we should provide educators with guidelines on how
to interact with these systems, including how to phrase their prompts to obtain the answer that best fits their needs, understanding the limitations of these tools, and being aware of risks. When used responsibly, LLMs such as ChatGPT present opportunities to enhance students’ learning experience and mitigate a considerable amount of workload for teachers, for example, through assistance in the formulation of test item writing [116]. However, educators should be aware of potential issues that LLMs entail, such as over-reliance on the LLM, copyright, and cheating [116,117]. In this era of rapid technological development, a new approach to teaching practices may be necessary to revolutionize modern education and reconcile the tension between human teachers and artificial intelligence [117]. In particular, to successfully establish a safe and prolific cooperation with AI in education, we need to find a balance between the contrasting forces of human control and delegation to technology, between collecting more data to better represent students and respecting their privacy, and strive for personalization that does not cross over the line of teacher surveillance [59].

Limitations and Directions for Future Research

This study has several limitations worth noting. First, we recognize that this paper does not offer any AI- or LA-based solutions to overcome the limitations in the evaluation stage of the LA life cycle. Specifically, the issue of generalizability is an ongoing challenge for LA researchers. Inadequate feature representation, inadequate sample size, and imbalanced class are primary causes that hinder the generalizability of LA models [118]. However, such problems are commonly encountered in real-world datasets. The achievement of a shared conceptualization is hampered by patterns in the population, as both individual factors (e.g., the shift in interest) and societal factors (e.g., trends in education) could change at the sub-group level and, therefore, hinder a common feature representation. The mentioned sample size and imbalanced class issues are also hardly avoidable, as in predictive tasks that target low-occurrence but high-impact situations, such as school dropout, the discrepancy between the minority and the majority class is usually high [119]. Thus, these limitations can usually be addressed only after the fact.

Furthermore, the challenge of insufficient evidence of effectiveness cannot be addressed solely by using AI- or LA-based solutions, but it calls for purposeful choices in the development of LA tools and evaluation studies. To guide the planning of LA evaluations, we encourage future research to follow Jivet et al. [12]’s recommendations outlined above. However, future evaluation studies might employ NLP techniques and LLMs to support the qualitative analysis of teachers’ and students’ responses to open-ended questions about LA usability and perceived utility.

Lastly, we want to note that the effectiveness of the LLM-based solutions proposed in this paper to improve LA has not been tested yet, as the LLM-based educational tools discussed above are still under development. Furthermore, despite the potential benefits of LLM-based solutions, technology readiness remains a significant challenge. Yan et al. [120] conducted a scoping review on the applications of LLMs in educational tasks, focusing on the practical and ethical limitations of LLM applications. The authors asserted that there was little evidence for the successful implementation of LLM-based innovations in real educational practices. In addition, they noted that existing LLMs applications are still in the early stages of technology readiness and struggle to handle complex educational tasks effectively, despite showing high performance in simple tasks like sentiment analysis of student feedback [121]. Furthermore, the authors pointed out that many reviewed studies lacked sufficient details about their methodologies (e.g., not open-sourcing the data and codes used for analysis), making it challenging for other researchers and practitioners to replicate their proposed LLMs-based innovations. Based on the results, Yan et al. [120] suggest future studies to validate LLM-based education technologies through their deployment and integration in real classrooms and educational settings. Real-world studies would allow researchers to test the models’ performance in authentic scenarios, particularly for tasks of prediction and generation, and to evaluate their generalizability. The authors warn
researchers that studies in educational technology tend to suffer from limited replicability. Therefore, they encourage them to open-source their models and share enough details about their datasets.

From an ethical perspective, adopting LLMs and AI-powered learning technologies in education should carefully consider their accountability, explainability, fairness, interpretability, and safety [122]. Data privacy is a primary concern for ethical AI, and information security standards should be followed at all stages of data management. Informed consent for data collection, usage, sharing, and disposal is the first essential step to ensure ethical data treatment [123]; however, often users are not aware of the extent of personal information they agree to share [124], and more concerns about individual freedom of choice arise when the use of AI-based technologies is required by the school [123]. Scholars warn that excessive surveillance can diminish learner agency, and predictive models based on student characteristics can put self-freedom at risk and perpetuate systematic biases embedded in the algorithms [125]. The majority of existing LLMs-based innovations are considered transparent and understandable only by AI researchers and practitioners. At the same time, none are perceived as sufficiently transparent by educational stakeholders, such as teachers and students [120]. To address this issue, future research should incorporate a human-in-the-loop component, actively involving educational stakeholders in the development and evaluation process. This also ensures that the educational stakeholders gain insights into how LLMs and AI-powered learning technologies function and how they can be harnessed effectively for improved learning outcomes.

Future studies could further explore the application of NLP techniques to analyze process data and generate written reports from students’ data. Although LLMs have only recently been developed and numerous challenges remain to be solved, researchers both inside and outside of academia are hastily at work to address them and improve these models, and as the capabilities of LLMs expand, so will their applications [94]. For example, expanding LLM context windows would support the provision of feedback that takes into account students’ background information, such as individual interests and level of language proficiency [126]. Further, LLM could also be used with an intelligent tutoring system to enhance the quality of feedback provided to students [127]. Moreover, as LLMs will find their way into teaching and learning practices, further consideration should be given to the ethical implications of AI in education. Data privacy and transparency concerns call for higher model explainability and greater involvement of stakeholders in developing and evaluating educational technologies. Moreover, while the high level of personalization that LLMs could offer students might increase equity, the costs currently associated with developing and adopting these technologies raise issues about equality. Additional concerns involve model accuracy, discrimination, and bias [120]. Researchers, policymakers, and other educational stakeholders should consider what they can do to mitigate these threats to fairness and ensure that educational AI will not broaden inequalities instead of reducing them.

5. Conclusions

While LA holds many promises to enhance teaching and learning, there is still work to be done to bring them to full fruition. The present paper highlighted the areas for improvement in the development, implementation, and evaluation of LA and offered guidelines and ideas that could be tested to overcome some of these challenges. In particular, there is a need for incorporating data and learning theories, as these would provide a lens to make sense of LA insights. HCLA offers principles to reach this integration through intensive cooperation with educators as co-designers of LA solutions. In addition, using process data in LA systems can enhance our understanding of students’ learning processes and increase the interpretability of insights. Furthermore, we explored numerous ways in which LLMs can be deployed to make LA insights more interpretable and customizable, to increase personalization through feedback generation and content recommendation, and to support teachers’ tasks more broadly while always maintaining a human-centered approach.
By raising awareness about areas for improvement and highlighting the tools that the literature and recent technological innovations are providing, we hope this paper can inspire further efforts to bring LA closer to fulfilling its potential. Future research should strive to implement human-centered frameworks in LA development, from identifying users’ needs to assuring that design choices support usability. Indicators of engagement and learning should not be defined solely by obscure algorithms but be based on shared conceptualizations funded in pedagogical theories and fitted to the instructors’ learning design. Only then it becomes possible to strike a balance between generalizability and context-specificity, between prediction accuracy and interpretability. Moreover, as SoLAR reminds researchers, the utility of LA extends beyond prediction, encompassing the development of complex skills and learning strategies and the personalization of feedback. To tap into these potentials, future studies could incorporate process data into LA systems to identify concrete behavioral patterns and the underlying learning processes, giving teachers and students concrete elements to reflect upon to understand their performance and insights that could be linked to learning theories. Examples of valuable data sources are response times and action sequences, such as writing and editing processes. In the wake of the recent innovations in language models, we invite researchers to explore how LLMs can be integrated into LA to support interpretability and personalization: the limited but expanding capabilities of existing LLM-based tools presented in this paper can offer a promising starting point for researchers to improve upon and test in realistic settings. Evaluation studies are crucial to assess the effectiveness of LA and inform the community if we are moving in the right direction.
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